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Each year, millions and millions of cosmetic procedures, both 
invasive and non-invasive, are performed according to the American 
Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS). Of those procedures, eyelid 
surgery ranked #4 for surgical procedures, and Botox was #1 for 
minimally-invasive procedures. It is no mystery that people are 
concerned with their looks, the aging and how to prevent or slow 
down the aging process. 

So what can a professional skin therapist offer to a client who is 
concerned, but is not a candidate for eye or face surgery or is 
hesitant to get injections?  
The answer is easy – electrical modalities. 
Electrical modalities, best offered in a series, may be combined with 
key ingredients for results-oriented treatments. They’re great because they can be used over the whole face, or they can 
target the eye area and treat signs of aging while being minimally invasive.	

Ultrasound: A versatile modality that can be used for deeper penetration of actives, masques and stem cell serums, 
hyaluronic serum fillers. Sound waves produce a warming of the tissue and micro vibrations on the surface of the skin, 
causing tiny gas bubbles known as “cavitation.” These gaps between epidermal cells, combined with tissue warming, 
allow for ingredients to penetrate. This is excellent to use around the eye area with Image Vital C Hydrating Masque or 

Image MD restoring Collagen Serum to minimize fine lines, 
wrinkles, dark circles, puffiness and signs of dehydration. Treatment 
is extremely beneficial for redness prone skin or Rosacea skin. 

Iontophoresis & Galvanic current: Iontophoresis with galvanic current and specific iontophoresis with 
microcurrent allow water-soluble products to permeate into the skin via electrical current. Both methods produce a 
calming and vasoconstrictive effect on the skin, while driving active ingredients deeper into the skin.  

Microcurrent:  What Is Microcurrent? 
Microcurrent is a safe and effective non-invasive technology used in age management facials that utilizes a low level of 
electricity to stimulate the face. Microcurrent is the most cutting edge efficacious anti-aging technology 



available. Microcurrent facials result in skin that is firm, contoured, and hydrated. Applications can be enjoyed as a one 
time facial, or in a series for improved comprehensive results. 

How Does Microcurrent Work? 
Microcurrent is an extremely low level of electricity that mirrors the body’s own natural electrical current. Because this 
low level of electricity is subsensory, treatments are comfortable and painless. Together with proven application 
techniques, microcurrent technology offers clients a natural solution to the age management fight. Treatments are 
comfortable and painless. 
  
A series of treatments can be used in place of Botox injections, or muscle re-education can be used to prolong and 
enhance the effects of injections.

Available at:  	
Skin & Body Alchemy

120 NE 117th Avenue, Rm #2 
Vancouver WA, 98684

971.303.8982
www.SkinAndBodyAlchemy.com

From the biochemical side, studies show that microcurrent 
stimulates the production of Adenosine Triphosphate (Cheng, et 
al. 1982). ATP is the powerhouse that provides energy for key 
functions, including protein synthesis which aides in collagen 
and elastin production. 

Re-education of muscles results in firmer 
muscle tone, improved elasticity, smoother 
skin texture 

Optimizes skin health by repairing cellular 
damage 

Stimulates production of collagen, elastin 
and ATP energy 

Improves circulation and increases 
moisture retention 

Promotes healthy function of the skin 

Delivers essential nutrients deep into the 
skin 


